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IMPROVING ANNOUNCEMENT MEDIA 

FOR TECHNICAL REPORTS 

ABSTRACT 

Experiments and techniques utilized in the NASA Scientific and Technical Informa- 
tion Facility to solve problems associated with producing camera-ready copy of ab- 
stract journals and their indexes are described. The journal principally discussed is 
Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports (STAR). Since the entries in the abstract 
section of the journals are published only once and are not subsequently manipulated, a 
photocomposition system was selected to produce this section to the highest graphic 
standards. Index requirements involving multiple entries and cumulations initially dic- 
tated computer printout for the production of the index section. 

The production of indexes evolved from the original upper case chain, through a 
120-character, upper-and-lower case chain, to the present system of preparing indexes 
on the 300-character-per-second GRACE ( G w h i c  Arts somposing Equipment) photo- 
composition device at the National Library of Medicine. The productivity of the Fa- 
cility's original photocomposition equipment used for preparing the abstract portion of 
STAR was improved by the addition of a paper-tape reader and multiple off-line key- 
boards. The recent installation of a Photon 713  offers 3 to 5 times faster composition 
speeds and the capability of operating either from paper tape or magnetic tape prepared 
by the computer. This new capacity opens up many possibilities for improving efficiency 
and adding new services. 
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INTRODUCTION 

At the First International Conference on Scientific Information, a considerable 
amount of time was spent on two separate but closely related debates. The first of 
these was the acceptability o r  non-acceptability of printing of less than letterpress 
quality. The second was the relative merits of the card catalog and the book catalog. 

The first debate resulted from the outbreak of new methods of printing, during and 
after World W a r  II, which had undoubtedly contributed to the quantity of the "information 
explosion," but too often at the expense of quality. To traditionalists accustomed to the 
harmonies of the proportional spacing and justified margins of letterpress, the typewrit- 
ten o r  computer-generated offset master and its adherents were  regarded as aberrations. 
There was strong sentiment-even at that time-in support of the position that anything 
not produced in letterpress would not be considered published. 

The second debate found proponents of (serial record, reproducible, portable) book 
catalogs at odds with proponents of (unit record, continuously-updated) card catalogs. 
Strangely, no one seemed to realize that by this time the either/or nature of the debate 
was strictly academic, since techniques of converting catalog cards to book catalogs al- 
ready existed and were in current use. 

N l y  six years earlier, the Edwards Brothers had begun production of a 167-vol- 
ume "Catalog of Library of Congress Printed Cards" by butting existing catalog cards 
and preparing lithographic plates. The final product (Figure 1) left something to be de- 
sired. The required reduction and the distribution of white and black space on the cata- 
log cards resulted in a page which was  nei€her very legible nor aesthetically pleasing. 
Nonetheless, a card catalog had been converted to a book catalog without resetting. 

However, this was only the first step. Very quickly the Library of Congress took 
advantage of the fact that its cards were produced on letterpress. By the simple ex- 
pedient of removing the leading from between the lines of type, a compacted entry could 
be printed on cards, which, when shingled rather than butted, could be used to produce 
book pages which compared favorably with fully typeset copy (Figure 2). This technique 
gained widespread acceptance and is still in use today. Nevertheless, even though th is 
q p ~ ~ ~ h  siqdified rnake-1up z ~ d  pmduced better copy, a laborious amount of make- 
ready work was still required. Cumulations and cross-references had to be interfiled 
by hand, and if multiple indexes were required, expensive duplicate sets of cards had 
to be maintained o r  the shingled pages had to be torn down and the cards re-sorted-an 
even more expensive procedure. 

Mounting catalog cards by hand was also a laborious task, and a search began for a 
means of mechanizing the photographic operation. This led to the development of auto- 
matic line-photographing equipment typified by the Listomatic, the Foto List, and the 
Compos-0-Line. These devices automatically photograph previously prepared cards 
(one to three lines per  card) in sequence with varying reductions from original size, 
advancing the film synchronously so as to produce a single negative for a complete 
column o r  page. Lf the cards are originaiiy prepare6 with a p i - ~ p ~ r t i ~ r x i l  zpadr~  de- 
vice, such as a Varityper, a high quality final product can be obtained. Further, if the 
cards useci are punch card size, caii !x p.~zchcd ~.5t5 the qpropriate codes to permit 
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Cards were laid UP in page format, 18 at a time and photographed at approximately 50% 
reduction. Note irregular gaps, uneven density, poor legibility and generally poor ap- 
pearance. (Catalog of Library of Congress Printed Cards, Edwards Bros., 1942-47) 

Figure 1. Catalog Page Produced From Existing Catalog Cards 
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The National Union Catalog 

v..bcl. Ludwig. 
Unlarnehmer @hen zur Schule: ein Erf.hrunesbericbt 

After printing conventional cards, leading was  removed from between the type slugs and 
additional cards were printed with the compacted entry at the top. These were laid up 
in page format in the manner of shingles, with only the type exposed. Note the clarity, 
eve: dezsity, z ~ d  generally improved appearance. (The National Union Catalog, Rowman 
and Littlefield, 1948 to present) 

Figure 2. Catalog Page Produced Fi*ori Skiingkc! C z d s  
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. 
mechanical compilation of copy. The same cards can be used repetitively for additional ' ' 
listings in various orders, thereby eliminating the necessity of making multiple copies 
or retyping These devices offered a considerable improvement over the shingling tech- 
nique, and they are  still widely used. However, the simplification of compilation and 
photography solved only part of the problem. It was still necessary to maintain the card 
decks, and multiple-entry indexes required the preparation of duplicate cards. 

It should be noted here that although machines were being used for compilation, 
the printing was  generated from other sources. Although devices such as Photon, In- 
tertype, and Linofilm had made possible more direct offset printing which was fully 
comparable to letterpress, computer printing was still generally unacceptable. 

This was the situation in 1961 when NASA and the National Library of Medicine is- 
sued nearly simultaneous Requests for Proposals (RFP's) for  the development of in- 
formation systems. While these RFP ' s  were very similar in that they both required 
machine-oriented journal publication, bibliography production, and reference services, 
there were major differences which significantly affected the approaches taken. 

The most important of these differences was schedule. The National Library of 
Medicine RFP allowed two full years for systems design and startup. NASA required 
publication of the first  biweekly journal in 90 days and full operation within six months. 

The second difference was format. The Index Medicus follows the format of the 
Cumulative Book Index (H. W. Wilson Company). That is, each entry is a descriptive 
citation which is repeated in full under each index heading. This gave impetus to the 
development of GRACE*. NASA on the other hand required that the descriptive citation 
be accompanied by a 150- to 200-word abstract. Since this precluded repetition of the 
entire entry under each heading, it followed that the journal must be in two parts: an 
announcement section with the descriptive citation and abstract, arranged by broad 
subject category; and an index section which listed under each heading a reference 
which would lead a searcher to the complete entry in the announcement section. With 
a two-part journal, a compromise was possible. 

The nature of the compromise was dictated by the schedule and by the character 
of the two sections. Since the entries in the announcement section would be printed 
only once and would not be further manipulated after publication, it was decided to pro- 
duce this section to the highest graphic arts standards (Figure 3). For this purpose, a 
high-quality, versatile phototypesetter, the Photon 200, was selected. In the index sec- 
tion, however, each entry would appear three to five times under various subject head- 
ings, one o r  more times under source headings, and several under personal author 
headings. This multiple entry requirement, plus the requirement for cumulations, dic- 
tated computer printout for the production of camera-ready copy (Figure 4). 

The following describes the experiments and techniques employed by Documentation 
Incorporated to improve the quality and efficiency of both methods of production for the 
abstract journals prepared by the NASA Scientific and Technical Information Facility. 

* 
GRaphic A r t s  Composing Equipment. See Photocomposed Indexes, section for description. 
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' N66-12873.H Tennessee Univ.. Knoxvllle. Dept. of Chemical 
and Metallurgical Engineering. 

TO THE STUDY OF THE STRUCTURE OF BINARY ALLOYS 
Smniannual Pmgress Report. 1 Mar.91 Aug. 1965 
J. E. Spruiell [1965] 9 p refs 
(Grant NGR43-001-018) 
(NASA-CR-68233) CFSTI: HC $l.OO/MF $0.50 CSCL2OB 

Research is reported in an experimental and theoretical 
investigation of the relationship between the local atomic ar- 
rangements in metallic solid solutions, and the physical and 
mechanical properties of the solid solutions. Emphasis was 
placed on the growth of satisfactory alloy single crystal speci- 
mens for X-ray diffuse scattering experiments. and the devel- 
opment of an experimental apparatus for both X-ray and resis- 
tivity measurements. It is also reported that some measurements 
were performed on Ni-10 at. % W and Ni-20 at. % Mo alloys. 

C.T.C. 

THE APPLICATION OF DIFFUSE X-RAY-SCATTERING 

N66-12875.n Union Carbide Corp.. Parma. Ohio. Carbon 
Products Div. 

FRACTORY METALS Progc#r Ropott NO. 3. 1 May-31 Jul. 
1966 
J. M. Criscione. J. Rexer. and R. G. Fenish I19651 22 p ref 
(Contract NASw-1030) 

HIGH TEMPERATURE PROTECTIVE COATINGS FOR RE- 

(NASA-CR-68181) CFSTI: HC Sl.OO/MF $0.50 CSCL 11C 
The rate of interdiffusion of iridium and tantalum was de- 

termined as a function of temperature in the range 1200" to 
1- C. An apparent activation energy of 53.5 kcal/mole was 
obtained for the overall diffusion process. Iridium-coated tan- 
talum specimens were subjected to oxidation tests in slow 
moving air at 1850" C. Pressure bonded and electrodeposited 
coatings of iridium on tantalum were subjected to oxidation 
tests in slow moving air and in an oxygen-methane flame. A 
5-mil iridium coat completely protected tantalum from oxida- 
tion for 51 hours a t  1850" C in slow moving air. The recession 
rate of the coating was 0.02 mils/hr. No internal oxidation 
was observed. A 5-mil iridium coat on tantalum was also cycled 
four times without failure through various temperature spans 
in the range 25" to 1700" C in an oxygen-methane flame. Pre- 
liminary oxidation tests in slow moving air and in an oxygen- 
methane flame showed early failure for electrodeposited iridium 
coats on molybdenum, tantalum, and tungsten. Premature 
failure was due to poor adherence of the coating. Author 

N66-12901# 
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT TESTS OF CRYOGENIC 
METALS 
R. L. Mills and F. J. Edeskuty 29 Nov. 1965 10 p refs 
(Contract W -7405-E N G -36) 

Los Alamos Scientific Lab., N. Mex. 

(LA-3404-MS) CFSTI: $1.00 
Specimens of six aluminum alloys, 1100. 2024. 5052. 

6061. 7039. 7079: lnvar-36: titanium-6Al-4V: and mild car- 
bon steel AISI-CIOl9 were exposed to cathodic hydrogen for 
30 min at a current density of 1 amp/sq in. Immediately fol- 
lowing exposure. the samples were bent through successive 
180-deg bends until broken. Except for AISI-CIOlS. which 
was known to embrittle. none of the materials was measurably 
affected by the exposure. Other specimens of lnvar-36 which 
were exposed to gaseous hydrogen at 1700 Ib/sq in. and 
ambient temperature for 24 hr likewise showed no hydrogen 
embrittlement. Author 

Paul S. Kingsley 15 Jul. 1965 11 p 
(Contract AT(45-1)-1350) 
(R L-SE P-508) 

It has been demonstrated that a casting of stainless steel 
(ACI# CD4M Cu) has adequate strength and corrosion re- 
sistance when properly heat treated to become a capable 
substitute for the stellite-faced 304-L male connector (nozzle) 
employed at Hanford for a number of years. Author 

N66-12932# Battelle-Northwest, Richland, Wash. 

NUM ALLOYS 
H. C. Bowen Sep. 1965 23 p ref 
(Contract AT(45-11-1830) 

CORROSION EVALUATION OF HIGH-SILICON ALUMI- 

(BNWL-125) CFSTI: $1.00 
A battery of tests was performed on four high-silicon 

aluminum alloys containing nickel and/or magnesium. The 
tests included high and low flow isothermal and nonisothermal 
140" C water tests. galvanic couples, stress corrosion cracking 
tests, and tests in 400" C steam and 360" C water. The HDA-1 
and -4 alloys were decidedly superior to the other two alloys 
in the nonisothermal high flow. the 360°C water. and the 
400" C steam tests which are considered the tests of most sig- 
nificance. The H D A 4  alloy had better resistance in high tem- 
perature water and is considered the most promising alloy. 

Author 

N66-129341 
Cryogenics Div. 
SPARK PLANING DAMAGE IN COPPER 
John J. Gniewek. Alan F. Clark. and John C. Moulder 6 Sep. 
1965 l o p  refs 

National Bureau of Standards, Boulder. Colo. 

(NBS-TN-321) GPO: $0.15 
The damage to copper crystals. produced by spark planing 

operations. has been measured using a dislocation etch pit 
technique. The tabulated results show the depth of damage to 
vary from 0.7 to 1.1 mm on the coarsest planing range used. 
to 0.2 to 0.3 mm on the finest range. Two photomicrographs 
showing the etch pit density increase near the spark planed 

Author surface are included. 

N66-12936# Battelle-Northwest, Richland. Wash. 
METALLURGY RESEARCH OPERATION Quart* Prog- 
ress Report. Apr.-Jun. 1965 
15Jul. 1965 129p refs 
(Contract AT(45-11-1830) 
(BNWL-120) CFSTI: $4.00 

Research progress is reported on the effects of impurities 
and neutron irradiation on properties and structure of molyb- 
denum, nickel, and rhenium; properties of high purity unal- 
loyed and alloyed plutonium: damage io mett;ar.ica! propertias 
of irradiated iron caused by interaction of moving dislocations 
with irradiation induced defects; swelling of irradiated fission- 
able materials; irradiation and environmental effects on nickel- 
base alloys; in-reactor creep and rupture properties of an- 
nealed 304 SS; irradiating, testing, and data processing for 
different structural materials: irradiation and reactor environ- 
ment effects on stainless steels: effect of modified microstruc- 
tures on irradiation stability of nickel-base alloys: fracture 
studies; corrosion and materials testing studies with Advanced 
Test Reaaor loop; N-reactor corrosion and hydriding: gas 
loop development; Plutonium Recycle Test Reactor pressure 

Copy is set at 12 @zk ~ ~ 6 t h  bold character escapements and 13 point leading. Made- 
up pages are photographed at 30% reduction. 
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SUBJECT I N D E X  B I N A R Z  
I 

A V I A T I O N  
SPEED AND SAFETY I N  C I V I L  A V I A T I O N  
WGL PAPER-7 N 6 3 - 1 0 0 0 6  01-04 

A X I A L  COMPRESSION 
I M P E L L E R  ADJUSTMENT I N  A X I A L  COMPRESSORS 
WGL PAPER-62 N 6 3 - 1 0 0 5 7  01-03 

A X I A L  LOADS 
E L A S T I C  S T A B I L I T Y  OF THIN-WALLED ORTHOTROPIC 
C O N I C A L  SHELLS UNDER A X I A L  LOAD A N 0  I N S I O E  
PRESSURE 
WGL PAPER-34 N 6 3 - 1 0 0 3 0  01-34 

A Z I M U T H  ANGLE 
S A T E L L I T E  LOOK ANGLE CALCULATOR FOR S A T E L L I T E  
TRACKING AND CONFIGURATIONS 
RADC-TOR-62-391 N 6 3 - 1 0 4 6 4  01-00 

BACKYARD SCATTER 
A R O T A T I N G  A E R I A L  BACK-SCATTER SOUNDER - F-REGION 
AFCRL-62-903 N 6 3 - 1 0 1 3 5  01-12 

B A L L I S T I C  M I S S I L E S  
SYMPOSIUM ON B A L L I S T I C  M I S S I L E S  
AM-84 N 6 3 - 1 0 3 7 0  01-01 

B A L L I S T I C  M I S S I L E  DECOY O P T I M I Z A T I O N  THROUGH 
DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING N 6 3 - 1 0 3 7 9  01-30 

B A L L I S T I C  V E H I C L E  
EARTH TRAJECTORY MODEL FOR SUBSURFACE B A L L I S T I C  
AND THRUSTED VEHICLES 
AFSYC-TOR-62-106 N 6 3 - 1 0 4 3 0  01-20 

B A L L I S T I C S  
HYPERVELOCITY P A R T I C L E  EFFECTS ON M A T E R I A L  
10-8-62-3 N 6 3 - 1 0 1 6 1  01-34 

BALLOON FLIGHTS 
THE S T R A l O S P H t R I C  SOLAR CORONA 

N 6 3 - 1 0 1 9 6  0 1 - 0 5  

SOLAR-CELL POWER SYSTEMS T E S T I N G  - BALLOON F L I G H T S  
ARS PAPER-2504-62 N 6 3 - 1 0 2 5 5  01-06 

BANG-BANG CONTROLS 
UNIQUENESS OF T I M E - O P T I M A L  CONTROL FOR L I N E A R  
PROC E S S E S N 6 3 - 1 0 4 1 3  01-20 

B A N K I N G  
L A l E R A L  RANGE CONTROL BY B A N K I N G  D U R I N G  I N I T I A L  
PHASES OF SUPERCIRCULAR R E E N T R I E S  
NASA-TN-0-1511 N 6 3 - 1 0 3 2 8  01-32 

B A R I U M  
L I F E  TESTS, EVAPORATION RATES. A N 0  PULSED E M I S S I O N  
MEASUREMENTS ON A TUNGSTEN-BARIUM O R T H O S I L I C A T E  
DISPENSER CATHODE 
A F C R L - 6 2 - 1 1 0  N 6 3 - 1 0 4 3 7  01-09 

BARRELS 
MICROWAVE MEASUREMENT OF P R O J E C T I L E  K I N E M A T I C S  

AEDC-TOR-62-213 N 6 3 - 1 0 1 3 1  0 1 - 1 5  
n i T t t i N  LAUNCHER BARRELS 

B A T T E R I E S  
SOLAR POWER SYSTEM FOR THE A R I E L  S A T E L L I T E  / U K - l /  
ARS PAPER-2490-62 N 6 3 - 1 0 2 5 2  01-06 

NICKEL-CADMIUM B A T T E R I E S  FOR THE O R B I T I N G  
ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY /OAO/ 
ARS PAPER-2508-62 N 6 3 - 1 0 2 5 7  01-06 

BEAM CURRENTS 
ELECTRON SPECTROMETER* 
BEAM CURRENT. ELECTRON 
A F C R L - 6 2 - 1 0 7 0  

INCREASED R E S O L U T I O N  A N 0  
I M P A C T  SPECTRA 

N 6 3 - 1 0 5 6 2  0 1 - 1 5  

B E A R I N G S  
B E A R I N G  M A T E R I A L S  FOR PROCESS F L U I D  L U B R I C A N T S  - 
WATER, CORROSIONI O X I D E  F I L M S  
M T I - 6 2 T R 2 0  

P L A I N  C Y L I N D R I C A L  JOURNAL BEARINGS I N  A TURBULENT 
REGIME 
M T I - 6 2 T R 2 2  

AIRFRAME BEARINGS FOR AEROSPACE V E H I C L E S  

N 6 3 - 1 0 0 9 6  01-17 

N 6 3 - 1 0 1 2 5  01-17 

N 6 3 - 1 0 1 7 2  01-17 
L 

RESEARCH ON HIGH-TEMPERATURE BEARINGS 
ASD-TR-61-705 N 6 3 - 1 0 1 9 4  01-17 

BENOING MOMENTS 
B U C K L I N G  OF R I N G - S T I F F E N E D  C Y L I N O E R S  UNDER A PURE 4 
B E N D I N G  MOMENT AND A NONUNIFORM TEMPERATURE 
D I S T R I B U T I O N  
NAS A-TN-0- 15 13 N 6 3 - 1 0 1 7 9  0 1 - 3 3  

B E R V L L  I U M  
B E R Y L L I U M  RESEARCH - ELECTRON MICROSCOPY. POWDER. 
R E C R Y S T A L L I Z A T I O N I  AND I M P U R I T I E S  
"1-9522 N 6 3 - 1 0 3 1 1  01-18 

REACTOR F U E L S  - P L A S T I C S .  X-RAYS, RAOIOELEM€NTS 
M L h - 1 1 3 5  N 6 3 - 1 0 4 2 1  01-01 

B E R Y L L I U M  - TOXICOLOGY. LABOR HYGIENE. SAFETY 
J P R S - 1 6 4 9 6  N 6 3 - 1 0 5 4 0  G1-16 

B E R Y L L I U M  A L L O Y S  
L Iau io METAL EMBRITTLEMENT OF A COPPER 2 PERCENT 
B E R Y L L I U M  A L L O Y  
~ - 1 6 5 2  N 6 3 - 1 0 1 5 4  01-18 

B I B L I O G R A P H Y  SEE ALSO ABSTRACTS 
POLYMERS, P L A S T I C S .  S Y N T H E T I C  F I B E R S  L I T E R A T U R E  
REVIEW 
CORL-SP-4-34 N 6 3 - 1 0 0 7 3  01-19 

H E A L T H  HAZARDS AND T O X I C I T Y  OF P L A S T I C S  - 
B I B L I O G R A P H Y  
PLASTEC-5 N 6 3 - 1 0 1 6 3  01-19 

E F F E C T S  OF SPACE ENVIRONMENT ON P L A S T I C S  - 
ANNOTATED B I B L I O G R A P H Y  

N 6 3 - 1 0 1 7 0  01-19 P L A S T E C - 1 2  

B I B L I O G R A P H Y  ON THE H I G H  TEMPERATURE CHEMISTRY AND 
P H Y S I C S  OF GASES AN0 GAS-CONDENSE0 PHASE R E A C T I O N S  

N 6 3 - 1 0 1 9 5  01-07 

LASERS - B I B L I O G R A P H Y  
U C R L - 6 7 6 9  N 6 3 - 1 0 4 6 1  01-23 

REACTOR S A F E T Y  - L I T E R A T U R E  SEARCH 
1 1 0 - 3 5 2 5  /REV. 4 /  N 6 3 - 1 0 5 1 8  01-23 

P R O B A B I L I T Y  I N T E G R A L S  OF M U L T I V A R I A T E S .  S T A l I S T l C S  
AND B I B L I O G R A P H Y  N 6 3 - 1 0 5 2 8  01-20 

81 L I  RUB I N  
D E T E R M I N A T I O N  OF SERUM B I L I R U B I N  
LF-3 N 6 3 - 1 0 5 4 7  01-16 

B I L L E T  
C A S T E 0  H E A l  R E S I S T A N T  B I L L E T S  FOR COMBUSTION 
T U R B I N E  B L A D E S  

Page is photographed exactly as it comes from the computer at 40% reduction. Note off- 
set and "bold-face" effect which makes heading clearly legible, even density and clarity 
of printing. 

Figure 4. Portion of Star Index Page (Standard Chain) 
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COMPUTER PRINTING 

Once the decision was made to produce camera-ready copy for the indexes from 
the computer, the system designers believed it essential to achieve the best possible 
quality, and immediately began an investigation into the problem of obtaining high- 
quality copy from existing equipment. 

The objections to computer printing can be generally divided into three areas: 

e 
1 

Type Face. Computer printouts in 1961 were confined to a limited number of char- 
acters, all upper case, and without either proportional spacing o r  justification. This 
contributed directly to the second problem. 

Format. Computer printouts generally fall  at two extremes. The lack of varying 
type faces to break up the page led some designers to spread the information with double 
and triple spacing to insure separation of the various elements. This resulted in exces- 
sive bulk, high cost, and poor handling qualities. On the other hand, if the material was 
compressed for economy, it became difficult to identify separate entries. 

Character Legibility. On most material reproduced from computer printouts, the 
individual characters have a tendency to fill in and/or fade out, notwithstanding the fact 
that computers usually use a highly legible, Open Gothic typeface. 

Although a computer print chain with upper and lower case characters had been 
ordered, delivery was many months away, and the problem became one of determining 
the optimum page format for all upper-case printing. 

De sign 

The first order of business in determining the format was the definition of the en- 
try. In lieu of the conventional descriptive citation, it was decided that the entry would 
consist of a Notation of Content, the prime repo~t z~&er,  &e .recession number, the 
journal issue number, and the number of the subject category in which it was announced. 
Briefly, the Notation of Content is a short phrase or sentence containing the subject 
terms under which the entry is indexed, with additional language to provide connections 
and establish relationships. The Notation of Content was limited to a maximum of three 
50-character lines. This was followed by an additional line with the report number, 
accession number, issue number, and category number, in that order. The accession, 
issue and category numbers provide the searcher with the information necessary to find 
the citation and abstract from either individual o r  cumulative indexes. 

The 50-character line was determined in conjunction with the decision to produce 
a kwo-zs:z;?ln p.ge fcnllt. This combination was felt to be the optimum for legibility, 
economy, and aesthetic appeal. Separation of successive entries was achieve6 by sup- 
plyiag a l ine space after each entry. 
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Index headings were clearly identified by offsetting them three spaces to the left, 
and by providing a boldface effect (dctails on the boldface effect are discussed below 
under boldface). An index heading guide was printed at the top of each page, consisting 
of the first index heading over the lefthand column of a left-hand page, and the last in- 
dex heading over the righthand column of a righthand page. The index identification 
(Subject, Corporate Source, o r  Personal Author) was printed over the inside column on 
each page, and the page number was  centered at the bottom of each page. Provision 
was made for space at the top of the first page of each index for a masthead and intro- 
duction. Alphabetic separators were used in the body of the index to facilitate location 
of the desired section. When the first character of an index term was different from 
the first character of the previous term, extra spaces were left to permit manual in- 
sertion of an oversize alphabetic character. 

v 

Printing Quality 

The problem of character legibility was  traced to a number of causes. Probably 
the most important was  the build-up of ink on the type. Conventional computer printer 
ribbons are woven nylon fabric impregnated with ink. When the type strikes the rib- 
bon, leaving an impression on the paper, some of the ink adheres to the type. Over a 
period of time, this may build up to the point where the type face i s  distorted, produc- 
ing either fill in or  fade out. The obvious solution to this problem is to insure that the 
type is clean. IBM provides a standard program (RIPPLE PRINT) and a special ab- 
sorbent paper (Scotch Type Cleaner, IBM Part No. 451529), which when used together, 
with the ribbon removed, will remove virtually all residue. Therefore, the first step 
in improving character legibility was the establishment of a standard operating pro- 
cedure whereby the chain is always cleanedprior to printing camera-ready copy. How- 
ever, additional steps were needed. Even with a clean chain to start with, in printing 
an index of any size, some build-up of ink on the type will occur. This could be 
eliminated by replacing the fabric ribbon with Mylar ribbon (Keelox Special Mylar  1403 
Printer Ribbon). With this ribbon, the type never came in contact with ink, and no 
build-up could occur. 

A second major problem was  the quality and compatibility of paper and ink. For 
camera-ready copy which is going to be reduced, the impressions must be dense and 
sharp, and provide high contrast with the paper. The rag content and finish of the 
paper must be balanced with the penetration of the ink to produce an imprint which 
will neither smear nor bleed. The ink must be as dark as possible, and the paper as 
white a s  possible but without a gloss which results in an image-destroying glare. 
After testing several samples, Documentation Incorporated chose a high-rag content, 
semi-gloss paper (20 pound, 25% Rag, 14-7/8 x 1 7 )  which was compatible with the 
Mylar  ribbon. 

None of the foregoing i s  effective unless the type is sound and the printer properly 
adjusted. Working closely with the IBM customer engineers, Documentation Incorpo- 
rated tested and modified the chain and the hammer adjustment until a consistent, clear 
imprint was obtained for  any character in any position. This balance was crucially 
important to the achievement of the boldface effect. 
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Boldface 

One of the more frequent complaints about computer-printed indexes is that the 
index headings tend to get lost among the entries. Conventionally printed indexes avoid 
this by printing index headings in large bold type. The computer printer could not be 
made to produce a larger type, but a boldface effect could be achieved by overprinting. 
However, there are a number of problems. The IBM 1403 Printer normally cycles to 
the next print line immediately after execution of a WRITE command, so it was neces- 
sary to procure a special option (now standard) which would permit suppression of 
this cycle. With this option on the printer, it was  then possible to program to reprint 
in the same location information which had been tagged in the computer as index head- 
ings. Each overprint results in a darker and thicker image (i.e., bolder), but it in- 
creases the tendency to f i l l  in. At the same time, the characters which are not over- 
printed must be sufficiently dark to provide a clear image. The problem reduces to 
one of determining the optimum number of overprint cycles that will produce a sharp 
contrast with the single-printed data without excessive fill-in. This number is also a 
function of initial hammer pressure, paper weight and finish, and ribbon inking, and 
the overprint requirement strongly influenced the choice of paper and ribbon discussed 
above. After considerable experimentation, it was determined that with the printer, 
paper, and ribbon chosen, two overprint cycles (three impressions total) produced the 
best result. 

4 

One further problem remained to be solved. Small e r rors  in print hammer tim- 
ing which would be virtually undetectable in a normal printout can result in an unaccept- 
able image when the variation occurs during an overprint cycle. The timing of the IBM 
1403 Printer is sufficiently precise so that the problem seldom occurs, but when it 
does occur on camera-ready copy, it must be corrected. To avoid reprinting an entire 
index, o r  page of an index, a simple program was  prepared to print the required infor- 
mation either single or  overprint from punched cards. Each camera-ready index was 
overviewed immediately after printing. If there are any unacceptable headings the re- 
quired information is punched into cards and correction lines are generated. These 
correction lines are then cut into the original copy by the Journal Preparation Section. 

Finally, the quality of the end product is the responsibility of the computer opera- 
tor. It would be useful if it were possible to specify standard settings and procedures 
which would permit the operator to set up the equipment, punch a button, and go out for 
coffee, but this is never the case. Variations in line voltage may affect the print ham- 
mer stroke, o r  equipment may wear and alter settings. In order to produce high- 
quality camera-ready copy from a computer, the operator must test and adjust until 
the images and contrast are consistent and satisfactory. Even after the initial settings 
are made, he must continually monitor the output and be able to spot and correct vari- 
iitioiis in yi&ty kfcre they exceed acceptable limits. At Documentation Incorporated, 
only highly trained and motivated operators are assigned to the production of ciiluerii- 
ready copy. This policy has paid off in  the consistently high quality of the STAR in- 
dexes. 
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Upper and Lower Case 

Early in 1964, Documentation Incorporated received a special 120-character print 
chain, with upper and lower case, serif type, and the most frequently used special char- 
acters. 

After thorough production testing on several projects, it was recommended for  use 
on the principal journals. This recommendation was  implemented with the first journal 
issues for 1965 (Figure 5). 

I 

Because the 120-character chain has only two sets of characters (compared to five 
on a standard 48-character chain), the effective speed of computer printing with this 
chain is only about a third of that with the standard chain, but the elimination of line 
spacing which the use of upper and lower case characters permits results in a reduc- 
tion of 25% in the pages required for each journal index. This is a significant factor 
in the production of a journal with the distribution of STAR. The savings from print- 
ing, collating, binding, and shipping fewer pages more than compensates for the in- 
creased processing costs from using the 120-character chain. 

i 

Additional experiments in  improving computer printing were discontinued (for the 
present, at least) when, in  the summer of 1965, it was demonstrated that the computer 
tapes generated to produce journal indexes could be converted to drive the GRACE 
(GRaphic Arts Composing Equipment) at the National Library of Medicine (see section 
on Photo-composed Indexes). 
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PULSE HEIGHT SUBJECT INDEX 

PULSE HEIGHT 

I Single electron countlng characterlstlcs of 
multipller phototubes - Pulse height 
dlstrlbution of rlndoriess multipiler 
NASA-Cit-67378 N65-35843 24-09 

PULSE RATE /DIOL/ 
I Construction of device for recording blood 

pressure .  puise. resplration. and mechanograms 
on osciilographs 
NASA-TT-F-9581 1165-35782 24-04 

PULSE RECORDER 
Normal standards of sphygmogram. and pulse 

r a v e  veloclty In peripheral blood vessels 
NASA-TT-F-9578 N65-36751 24-04 

PULSED RADIATION 
SIgnal veloelty of masers. and microrave phonon 

attenuation and pulsed heat radlatlon In aingle 
crystal semiconductors 
REPT.-8 N65-36734 24-26 

Centrlfugal pump and compressor Impellers. gas and 
PUMP IMPELLER 

steam turbine rotors. and rotating dlsks - 
annotated bibllography 
81R-17 N65-36379 24-32 

Implementation of programs for conversion of paper 
tape lnformatlon to IBM 7090/94 magnetic tape, 
punched cards. and prlnted page 
NASA-CIE-67509 1165-36399 24-08 

PUNCHED CARD 

PURIFICATION 
Purlficatlon of carrler-free manganese-54 for . 

In-plle lrradlatlon of iron 
EUiL-1641.1 N65-36375 24-24 

PYROCERM 
Physical and chemlcal propertles of ner ceramlc 

material - sitall 
FTD-TT-65-58/1 N65-35901 24-18 

PYROLYSIS 
Pyrolytic conversion of aromatic pyrorellitimide 

polymer Into semiconductor matarla1 - electron 
paramagnetic resonance. absorption. specific 
reslstlvity. rclght loss. and composition 
TG-615 1165-35812 24-06 

blbiiography 
n~n-1271 N65-36214 24-06 

sillcon vacuum evaporation 
AFCRL-54-574 N65-36263 24-15 

Pyrolysls of polymers and carbohydrates - 

Sillcon fiim deposltlon by silane pyrolysls and 

PYROLYTIC GRAPHITE 
Metallography of pyrolytlc carbon coated and 

uncoated uranium carblde spheres 
1165-36033 24-15 

Effects of pyrolytic-graphite structure on thorium 
diffusion coefficients 
ORNL-TM-1080 N65-36448 24-17 

Q 
QUADRATURE APPROXIIIATIMI 

approrimatlon 
NRC-TSR-569 N65-36232 24-19 

Generalized Legendre polynomial for quadrature 

QUADRUPOLE 
Ouadrupolar effects on energy levels in mesmlc 

manganese atom 
NP-15089 N65-36415 24-24 

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS 
Thin-laver chromatography analysis of polyphenyl 

mlxtures 
EUR-2236.11 1165-36354 24-06 

QUALITY CONTROL 
Overstress test-to-fa'ilure techniques for 

reliability measurement of eiectronls equipment 
ADH-09-14-64.1 N65-36450 24-15 

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 
Mass spectrometry for quantitative analysis of 

minute admixtures and deslgn of tro stage mess 

QUANTUM MECHANICS 
Quantum mechanlcr and fleld theory of meson- 

nucleon lnteractlons. parlty. and elastic and 
inelastic scattcrln@ cross sectlons 
JIM-P-1793 

betreen eontlnuum and atates of hydrogen-like 
ion structures 
AFCRL-65-112 

165-36355 24-24 
Ouantum mechanics - radiative cascade theory 

Y65-36795 24-25 

Excited state spin, radlatlre capture of neutrons, 
QUANTUM THEORY 

electron-neutron interaction. S-state 
Interactions and nuclear coupling schemes, 
Iumntum measurement theory. and graphlte jet 
ANL-6877 (165-36143 24-21 

QUARTZ 
Thickness-shear resonance and bending anharmonlc 

vibrations of partlally plated. quartz crystml 
plates - electronic equipment 
TR-3 W65-36743 24-32 

QUENCHING 
Metastable constitutlon of gold-germanium aIlo#s 

quenched from -It 
CALT-221-9 N65-36539 24-17 

R 
RADAR 

Radar determlnation of veloclty data from 
observatory satelllte 
DI-82-0417 N65-36165 24-07 

RADAR DATA 
Fleld-allgned Irregularity investigation using 

backacatter radmr data from three obsarhtlon 
points 
AD-618698 N65-36182 24-13 

RADAR ECHO 
Radar obsarvstions on echo cross rectlons of Ice- 

rater mixtures 
BEPT.-3461 (165-36703 24-20 

RADAR NEASUREMENT 
Three-diwnslonal analysis of preclpitatlon-free. 

aea-breeze front during hurrl'cane Glnny by 
radar. TIR3S. visual. and mesosynoptlc data - 
Radiometeorology 
AD-619202 ' Nd5-36194 24-20 

Intenslty of radio rave scattering from sea 
surface covered rlth ice. measured using ra'dar 
device 
JPRS-32378 1165-36285 24-07 

RADAR RESOLUTIDN 
Device for increaslng resolving porer of 

radar stations 
FTD-TT-65-363/1+2 W65-36166 24-07 

RADAR TRICKING 
lonopulse tracking antenna and noise analysis for 

narror band signals - monopulae tracking 
receivers for adaptlve phased array control 
RADC-TR-65-66. UOL. I1 N65-35848 24-07 

Statlstical problems of tracklng target by radar 
from observatory aatelllte - estlmatlon and 
confidence limits for location. speed. and 
heading of target 
D1-82-0390 1165-36861 24-07 

ii&liI& JXS?k?XIvTIQI 
Veloclty components and radlal pressure 

dlstrlbutions in vortex contalned In short 
cyllndrlcal chamber 
NASA-TN-D-3072 N65-35840 24-12 

RADIAL F L W  
Yave mechanics considered as special case of 

classlcal mechanlcr - Radial orclllations in 
nucleus of ground state electron 
REPT.-64l/XVIII/PP/ 165-36636 24-24 

RADIATION 
Radiation problem and Impurity contribution to 

optleal absorption In alkali haildes 
N65-35896 24-26 

- -  I 

IVOE iil~ &most 25% %crease in the number of items on the page as compared to Figure 
4 without loss of legibility, and with improved appearance. 

Figure 5. Portion of Star index Page ji2G-Chzzcter Chain) 
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PHOTON 200 '. 

For preparing the announcement section of the journals, a standard Photon Model 
200 phototypesetting machine was  procured by Documentation Incorporated. The Photon 
was chosen as representing the optimum combination of versatility, quality, and speed 
for the needs of the NASA Scientific and Technical Information Facility. This device is 
capable of setting type in up to 16 different fonts and twelve point sizes. Copy is pro- 

set copy on either paper o r  film. 

I 

portionally spaced and justified automatically. The output is a positive image of the I 

E quip ment De scrip tion 

The heart of the Photon is a rapidly rotating (480 rpm), glass disc on which the 
characters of each font a re  engraved in 16 semi-circular a rcs  (8 rings) around the 
periphery. A 4-microsecond flash from a stroboscopic light source projects a char- 
acter image through an aperture and one of twelve lenses, which enlarge or reduce 
the image to the correct point size, and to a traveling prism mirror  which directs the 
image to the photo-sensitized material, either paper or  film, to produce a positive 
image of the character. Point size changes a re  accomplished by rotation of the lens 
turret, on signal, to place the appropriate lens in front of the aperture. Font changes 
a re  accomplished by an eccentric cam which changes the position of the disc axis to 
bring the correct ring in  front of the aperture, and by the timing device which selects 
the character from the selected portion of the ring. 

When a key is struck on the keyboard, the character code is stored in a mechani- 
cal pin register storage device, along with its escapement value for the font and point 
size which are  established by "gearshift" settings. space bar strokes a re  recorded as 
variable escapement values without the character code. A s  each character o r  space 
bar is struck, the escapement value is subtracted from the line length, which is es- 
tablished by pushbutton controls on the console. When a line has been completed, as 
indicated by a signal light and a line balance counter, the operation of the carriage 
return causes an internal computing mechanism to distribute the remaining unused 
line length among the interword spaces used in the line, producing a justified line. An 
electrical contact reader scans across the pin register sen%sing the stored codes. The 
character codes a re  converted by a decoding system to a binary code which activates 
the stroboscopic light source a s  the required character is centered in the aperture of 
the optical system. The 4-microsecond duration of the light pulse optically stops the 
motion of the spinning disc. As  each character is exposed, the stored escapement value 
of the character activates a combination of slip clutches to move the traveling prism 
mirror  the required distance, as determined by the stored escapement value, to place it 
in  position f o r  the next character. The projection of characters takes place at the 
standard rate of eight characters per second, but this has been successfully boosted to  
ten characters per second. 
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. 
Modifications I 

Since quality is essentially built into the Photon itself, efforts were  concentrated 
on improving its efficiency and the quality and efficiency of peripheral operations. 

Print Size. The first step in this direction was a change in initial operational pro- 
cedure. The specifications for the journal called for 8-point type for the body material, 
and the first issues were set in this size. However, to increase both the accuracy and 
the productivity of the proofreaders, and to simplify the cutting-in of corrections and 
copy make-up, this was changed, to 12-point type, and the printer was  instructed to re- 
duce the copy 30% when making the page negative. Since the negatives, and subsequently 
the plates, are made photographically anyway, this entailed no increase in printing cost, 
and, working with the sensitized paper in the Photon, the increase in material cost was 
slight. The economies, however, are significant. 

Superior and Inferior Characters. In a scientific journal such as STAR, the oc- 
currence of superior and inferior characters in  the text is fairly high. In the normal - -  

configuration df the Photon, each occurrence of superior o r  inferior characters re- 
quires an additional line setting. For example, to set a line having both inferior and 
superior characters, the operator must first set a complete line suppressing the ex- 
posure lamp for all except the superior characters; he then sets the main line, sup- 
pressing inferior and superior characters , and so on. If the line includes super- 
superior and sub-inferior characters as well-not an uncommon occurrence-five com- 
plete line sets are required. The problem can be dealt with by having the characters 
engraved on the disc in their various inferior or  superior positions, but this would re- 
quire sacrificing additional characters necessary to the basic fonts of type. However, 
since almost any character or  special symbol may occur as superior o r  inferior in 
technical reports, a more general solution is required. The solution for the Facility 
was a modification of the lens turret. The Model 200 Photon is delivered with lenses 
to produce 5, 6,  7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 18, 24, and %-point type. Since the 5, 7, 9, 
and ll-point sizes are least used, the Facility replaced these lenses with two offset 
10-point lenses for superior and inferior characters and two offset 8-point lenses for 
super-superior and sub-inferior characters, the sizes being chosen to complement the 
basic 12-point size of journal text. These lenses are  set in the turret at a slight angle 
to offset the character image. This modification enables the operator to set any char- 
acter in any font as a superior, inferior, s ~ p e r - s q ~ r i n r ,  o r  sub-inferior character 
without additional line setting, and with a considerable increase in efficiency. 



.- 
upon the number of characters set, for each line kill cycle. While this may seem minor, 
the cost is small and non-recurring, and over a period of time, the savings become 
quite substantial. 

Automatic Leading. Another time-consuming operation is the leading-out of gal- 
leys. The paper supply for  the Photon is a 175-fOOt roll in a large magazine. The paper 
is fed from the magazine, past the exposing area, to a small cassette sized to hold an 
individual galley. When a galley-which may range from 1 to 3 feet in length-has been 
completed, it is necessary to advance the paper approximately 6 inches to insure that the 
last line set is inside the cassette before opening the equipment to remove the cassette 
for development of the copy. Normally, to accomplish this, the operator must push an 
advance (leading) button and hold it down, watching a leading counter until the correct 
advance has been completed. This requires about 36 seconds during which the opera- 
tor is fully occupied. To free him for other tasks, such as getting copy for the next 
galley assembled, recording statistics, etc., a solenoid with an automatic timer was  
inserted in  the leading circuit. Once the leading circuit has been activated by pushing 
the button, the solenoid holds it closed until the pre-set timer opens the circuit. The 
operator need only set the timer and push the button momentarily. He can then devote 
his attention to other duties while the cycle is under way. This again results in an 
incremental saving which becomes appreciable over a period of time. 

Signal Light Relocation. A less readily measurable but nonetheless significant 
improvement in efficiency was achieved by relocating the line length counter and the 
justification signal lights: The Model 200, in addition to the copy holder located over 
the keyboard, has a page-size make-up panel located to the left of the operator with 
the center at eye level. The signal lights are located in a panel at the top of this 
make-up panel. In setting straight copy, the operator must shift his eyes to the left 
and up to check the signals. Since the make-up panel is used almost exclusively for  
setting irregular or advertising-type copy from an artist's layout, it is seldom used 
by the Facility. To improve the location of the signal lights for straight copy work, 
the make-up panel was dismounted and inverted to bring the signal lights down to a 
level only slightly above the keyboard, well within the range of normal peripheral 
vision. The relocation of these signal lights produced a noticeable increase in speed 
and reduction of fatigue for most operators. 

Paper Supply. The paper supply container for  the Photon is a light-tight maga- 
zine housing a metal reel sized for  lo-inch width paper. This reel has a 2-inch outside 
diameter core with 4-1/2 inch flat, perforated flanges. It will accommodate approxi- 
mately 175 feet of paper, but suppliers normally ship the paper in 300-foot rolls. Trans- 
ferring the paper from these rolls to the reel was not only time-consuming (15 to 20 
minutes), but there were substantial problems with accidental exposure, paper damage, 
and uneven paper feed due to improper winding of the tape on the reel. To solve this 
problem, one flange was removed from the reel, and additional slots were  cut in the 
flange to accept matching keys which were  machined on the end of the core. The sup- 
plier was then asked to stock paper in 175-foot lengths, wound on a cardboard core 
with a 2-inch inside diameter. These rolls can be forced onto the reel core, the 
flange replaced, and the reel placed in the magazine, where the tension springs (and 
keys and slots) hold the flange in position. The 2-inch inside diameter of the card- 
board core provides a force fit which prevents the roll from slipping, and an empty 
core can easily be removed with a single knife cut. This modification not only re- 
duced a 20 minute operation to two, but resulted in a measurable reduction in paper 
waste. 
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Tape Operation 

As the workload increased, the photocomposition operation became operator bound. 
The Photon is capable of producing 8 to 10 characters per second, but an operator at 
the keyboard cannot average this rate because of the necessity of making decisions 
about font and point-size changes, locating special characters, etc. In the Facility's 
experience, an operator at the keyboard can be expected to achieve between 30 and 40 
percent of the maximum rate. However, by operating the machine from a paper tape 
input, the maximum rate can be very closely approached. To this end, Documentation 
Incorporated began working with Friden and Photon to modify the existing system to a 
tape-driven Photon operation to meet the Facility's special needs. 

The major problems of conversion to tape operation w e r e  escapement compatibility, 
code compatability, and multiple control signals. The first of these was  by far the 
most difficult problem to solve. 

Escapements and Type Faces. Font and point-size changes on the Photon are 
accomplished by a pair of mechanical 'lgear-shifts.lt One of these controls escape- 
ment values for the style of type being get, and the other controls escapement values 
for the point size selected. Movement of one of these levers enters a style o r  lens 
change code in the pin register, and physically moves a carriage which carries 
printed-circuit cards, coded with the appropriate escapement factors, opposite the 
reading contacts. At any given position of a "gear-shift," two sets of escapement 
values can be accessed by the reading contacts. Lens o r  disc changes can be accom- 
plished by electrical signals, but carriage shifts require the manual movement of 
one of the "gearshifts." As a result, tape operation of the Photon must be limited to 
two sets of character escapement values and two sets of point-size factors. Input 
keyboard considerations (see below) further limit the choice to a single set of char- 
acter escapement values. Since the journal text requires bold, medium and italic 
characters, the first requirement for tape operation was the selection of a family of 
type with escapement ratios which were relatively compatible. That is, the differen- 
tial between the escapement of a character in  the bold face and the escapement of the 
same character in the medium face must be as small as possible. The Univers style 
of type was selected as the most attractive type meeting these requirements. The 
overall ratio of bold to medium is approximately 1.1 to 1. 

The next step was the selection of escapement ana set values -ivhich wodd pro- 
duce good copy with any of the three fonts. The initial approach was the use of the 
Univers Medium character escapement values with point size escapement values for 
12.5 points, instead of 1 2  points. It was felt that this would provide adequate spacing 
for the bold face without spreading the medium face characters too far apart. After 
encountering some difficulties with odd escapements, this was discarded in favor of 
the simpler method of using the Univers Bold escapement values and the true set ratio 
for the 12-point size being used. A set ratio of 10 was  chosen for the second set of 
point-size escapement factors and these a re  automatically selected whenever any of 
the offset lenses are used. 

The limitation to a slngie sei Uf zharzcter escapement values has a secondary 
effect on the design and placement of the characters for the Greek alphabet and other 
special Characters. &ice each key czn produce only two escapement values (upper 
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and lower case) for the basic font, the Greek alphabet and other special characters 
must be designed-and located on the disc and keyboard-to be compatible with the basic 
escapements. As an example, the upper case Eta is keyed (after an appropriate disc 
change) by striking the character W i n  lower case. The lower case Eta is keyed by 
striking the character G in lower case. On the other hand, the lower case Gamma is 
keyed by striking an upper case S. 

Having determined the type family to be used on the Photon, the next step was se- 
lecting a type face for the tape producing machines (Friden LCC Justowriters) which 
had escapements compatible with the Univers family. Modifying the Justowriters to 
Univers escapement values is not difficult, but since it was intended that the Justo- 
writers be used for producing camera-ready copy directly for less  formal publica- 
tions, it was necessary to choose a type-font escapement combination which would 
satisfy both requirements. For this purpose, the Justowriter 12-point Galvin type 
was selected. The escapements of this type font have an approximate average ratio 
of 1.26 to 1 to the Univers Bold, and the resulting copy is neither too loose nor too 
tight on either the Photon or  the Justowriter. 

Control Signals and Keyboard CompatibiliQ. The modification of the Justowriters 
to Droduce basic character codes comDatible with the Photon was not in itself difficult, 
but it was necessary to provide some 30-odd control signals for such things as font and 
lens changes as well as additional special character codes. The latter necessity arises 
from the fact that the Photon has 45 character keys while the Justowriter has only 42. 
Counting upper and lower case, the Photon thereby has a capability of 6 more charac- 
te rs  than the Justowriter. Both of these problems were solved by providing a second 
translation device on the Photon and a Control Shift level on the Justowriters. 

The translation device on the Photon is a diode assembly wherein the hole-position 
signals from the tape reader a re  converted to a pattern of electrical impulses which acti- 
vate the pin register. A second diode assembly was  added, as well as a switching device 
which transfers the tape reader signals to the second diode assembly when the unique Con- 
trol Shift signal is sensed. The second diode assembly is wired to enter the appropri- 
ate control signal and special character codes into the pin register. When a Control 
Unshift signal is sensed by the tape reader, the switch returns to its normal position. 
In use, when the operator strikes the Control Shift/Unshift Key while in normal oper- 
ation, the Justowriter simultaneously punches the Control Shift code into the paper tape 
and lights a red indicator. The operator strikes the keys for the required control sig- 
nal(s) and/or special character(s), and then strikes the Control Shift/Unshift key again. 
This punches the Control Unshift code into the tape and turns off the indicator. 

It should be noted that in  any font only six characters will be set  in the Control 
Shift mode. The use of the Control Shift mode for  special characters is limited to 
three character key positions and serves only to provide compatibility between the 42- 
character Justowriter keyboard and the 45-characte r Photon keyboard. 

Debugging. During initial tests of the tape System, it was  determined that additional 
modifications were necessary. As originally installed, the control signals would oper- 
ate only when the keyboard was  in lower case. The additional keying necessary to 
downshift for the control signal and then shift up again if the line was  being set in upper 
case reduced speed and increased the operator e r r o r  rate. This was  eliminated by 
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rewiring the control signal portion (but not the special character section) of the diode 
assembly so that control signals would be read in either upper o r  lower case. 

The second problem was somewhat more involved. When the Photon is operated 
from its own keyboard, font and set changes and other control signals are activated by 
"gearshifts," o r  by momentary switches which return to normal when released. In 
tape operation, however, control signals actuate relays which hold the signaled condi- 
tion until another control signal changes it. Under these circumstances, either opera- 
tor failure or  a relay malfunction could result in a ruined galley unless the tape opera- 
tion monitor could detect the abnormal operation of the Photon. A trained operator 
can spot most of these malfunctions by observing the existing signals on the Photon, 
but during the training phase, Documentation Incorporated found it useful to add red 
warning lights to the Photon Console for the three most troublesome controls: No 
Flash; Half Set; and Small Set (offset lens). These lights are wired to ground through 
the relays so that they will light whenever the relays are closed. Since these controls 
are seldom used for more than one or  two characters, the lights should, in normal 
operation, flash on only momentarily. If they stay on for any appreciable length of 
time, the monitor knows that there has been either an e r ro r  o r  a malfunction, and 
he can stop the tape and take corrective action, saving machine time, development 
time, and materials that might otherwise be wasted. 

Training. To assist in the training process, the control signal and "control shift" 
special character keys were identified by engraving on the vertical faces of the keys 
(Figure 6). The special character identifications were valid only for the Univers fonts. 
For other fonts, keyboard layouts for each font were prepared which identified the keys 
to be used for each character (Figure 7). 

As additional aids, wall charts were  prepared for the composing room. One of 
these showed all characters, in all fonts, upper and lower case, and control shift o r  
unshift condition. Another showed the Greek alphabet in order, both upper and lower 
case, with the font, case, and the character on the Justowriter keyboard to be stroked. 
These proved to be an invaluable aid in the training program. The same source docu- 
ments from which previous issues of the journals were composed were  used for prac- 
tice material, thereby enabling the operators to gain valid experience without interfer- 
ing with current schedules. 

Charyeover. Converting from Pinoion keybesrrd qerztion to tape operation is not 
a step to be taken overnight. Documentation Incorporated spent better than six months 
testing the equipment, training operators, and implementing a gradual changeover. 
Live composition via tape began with the smaller of the two journals photocomposed by 
the Facility. Over several issues the proportion of the journal composed from tape was 
increased until full tape production of the small journal was achieved, and then com- 
position of the larger journal was similarly phased over to full  tape production. "Nl 
tape production," incidentally, does not preclude the use of the Photon keyboard. Ab- 
stracts which contain complex mathematical expressions or  which make extensive use 
of special characters are still set on the Photon keyboard. While most of these can be 
set with tape, Documentation Incorporated has found that composition time is much 
greater ana the ei-i-o~ r ~ t c  mzch higher for this type of material. Since this comprises 
only a very small percentage of the workload, it can be set directly 011 ';ie Fh~ts-, ~.%h- 
U U L  B1gllluL.culrzJ -'-2e---+1v offooting total capacity. 
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After the conversion was completed and refined, evaluation showed that by acquir- 

ing four Justowriters and converting to tape operation, the Facility had approximately 
tripled its photocomposition capacity at less than half the equipment cost of adding a 
single on-line photocomposition machine. 
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PHOTOCOMPOSED INDEXES 

Meanwhile, the MEDLARS (MEDical Literature Analysis and Betrieval &stem) 
project at the National Library of Medicine (NLM) was getting underway. By 1963, In- 
dex Medicus was being produced by computer print-out. At first, this was straight upper 
case chain, but early in 1964, NLM was using an upper and lower case chain, and by 
August of that year, had implemented the full GRACE ( e a p h i c  Arts Composing Equip- 
ment) system. 

GRACE is a high-speed photocomposition device with a magnetic tape input. In- 
stead of a rotating disc, it utilizes a fixed grid with a maximum of 227 characters, 
each with its own light source. Normalization of characters to the center line is ac- 
complished by multiple reflection of the character images between a pair of parallel 
mirrors. Placement of characters on the line being set is accomplished by an oscil- 
lating lens. In operation, GRACE reads the information required for a line of type 
from the magnetic tape into storage, and calculates the sequence and interval for 
flashing the required characters. Then, as the lens moves across the line, each 
character is flashed at the instant when the lens is in the position where it will focus 
the character image on the appropriate spot on the photographic medium (paper o r  
film). This is accomplished at the rate of 1-1/2 full-page lines per second, or for 
six-point type approximately 300 characters per second. The quality closely ap- 
proaches that of letterpress; however, it is not fully justified. 

Within a few months after the initial implementation of GRACE, studies and 
negotiations were under way to determine the technical and administrative feasi- 
bility of using GRACE for the production of STAR indexes. By the summer of 1965, 
Documentation, Inc. had demonstrated the technical feasibility by using actual produc- 
tion tapes to produce sample indexes on GRACE, and shortly thereafter, NASA and the 
National Library of Medicine had worked out an arrangement for the regular produc- 
tion of STAR Indexes on GRACE. This agreement went into effect with the first issue 
of STAR for 1966 (Figure 8). 

The proportional spacing of the GRACE type font permitted the use of a three- 
cohimn ferrr,at in the indexes, and another net saving of 25% in the number of pages 
required fo r  each index. 
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Produced on GRACE by inter-agency agreement between NASA and the National Library 
of Medicine. Proportional spacing permits three-column format and greater density of - 
entries. Compare with Figures 4-and 5.  

Figure 8. Portion of Star Index Page 
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PHOTON 713 

With the continued growth of the number and size of announcement media produced 
by the Facility, even the expanded capabilities of the paper-tape driven Photon 200 were 
soon stretched to the limit-even more capacity was  needed. After considerable study 
and investigation, Documentation, Inc. procured a Photon 713 for use at the Facility. 
This device is less versatile than the Photon 200, having the capacity for only eight 
fonts and eight point sizes (against 16 and 12 respectively for the 200) but it is three 
to five times faster. Further, the model procured is capable of operating from either 
paper o r  magnetic tape. 

Equipment Description 

The Photon 713 is essentially a compromise between the Photon 200 and GRACE, 
employing some of the principles of both. The point size lenses are in a rotatable tur- 
ret as in the 200, but the rotating disc of the 200 has been replaced by a cylinder, with 
character matrixes on film strips. Normalization to the center line is accomplished 
by a combination of mirrors and a beam splitter. While the 713 uses a travelling mir- 
ro r  for character placement, the mirror moves in fixed-length increments of approxi- 
mately 5 character widths. Placement of characters within these increments is ac- 
complished by varying the timing of the flash impulse as in the GRACE, except that in  
the 713, it is the movement of the cylinder rather than the lens which shifts the optical 
axis. 

In operation, the 713 reads data from the tape (paper o r  magnetic) a line at a time 
into storage, decodes it, makes justification and spacing computations, encodes the data 
into its own codes and commands the flash, window, travelling mirror,  and leading 
mechanism at the appropriate times. Normally, this is accomplished at a rate of 
approximately 30 characters per second, but, by cutting the number of fonts to four 
and providing two sets of characters for each font (thereby reducing the average time 
required to bring a given character into position), this can be increased to 50 char- 
acters per second. 

Implementation 

Since the character codes for the 713 are not compatible with the codes for the 200, 
the first step in putting the equipment to use was preparing a computer program to 
convert paper tape prepared on the LCC's for the 200 to paper tape for the 713. This is 
essentially an "idiot'' conversion (character-for-character), which will make it possible 
to use either machine wiihoui chxzgizg either the input devices (LCC's) o r  keying in- 
structions. 
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The second phase of implementation involves taking advantage of the capabilities '* 

of the computer to accomplish at least the following: 

a. Free the operator of the necessity of making end-of-line decisions (computer 
hyphenation) to increase keying speed. 

b. Provide the ability to proof and correct copy from computer printouts (using 
the upper and lower case chain), to eliminate the costly cutting-in of correc- 
tions on photocomposed galleys. 

c. Strip and compose citations from data on the Document Data magnetic tape 
file to eliminate double-keying. 

d. Accept magnetic tape input from other sources for photocomposition. 
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